Self-Assembled Three-Dimensional Hierarchical Graphene/Polypyrrole Nanotube Hybrid Aerogel and Its Application for Supercapacitors
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ABSTRACT: A three-dimensional hierarchical graphene/polypyrrole aerogel (GPA) has been fabricated using graphene oxide (GO) and already synthesized one-dimensional hollow polypyrrole nanotubes (PNTs) as the feedstock. The amphiphilic GO is helpful in effectively promoting the dispersion of well-defined PNTs to result in a stable, homogeneous GO/PNT complex solution, while the PNTs not only provide a large accessible surface area for fast transport of hydrate ions but also act as spacers to prevent the restacking of graphene sheets. By a simple one-step reduction self-assembly process, hierarchically structured, low-density, highly compressible GPAs are easily obtained, which favorably combine the advantages of graphene and PNTs. The supercapacitor electrodes based on such materials exhibit excellent electrochemical performance, including a high specific capacitance up to 253 F g⁻¹, good rate performance, and outstanding cycle stability. Moreover, this method may be feasible to prepare other graphene-based hybrid aerogels with structure-controllable nanostructures in large scale, thereby holding enormous potential in many application fields.
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INTRODUCTION

Graphene, a two-dimensional single-layer sheet of sp²-hybridized conjugated carbon atoms, has attracted persistent attention due to its intriguing electronic, thermal, and mechanical properties.¹⁻⁻⁵ However, the transfer of the science into a realistic technology has yet to be completed, and key challenges remain, especially in terms of assembling graphene sheets into macroscopic materials which express the exciting properties of their nanoscale building blocks.⁶⁻⁻⁸ Graphene aerogel (GA), as one of the most prevailing three-dimensional (3D) macroscopic architectures of graphene, exhibits several attractive features including high porosity, large specific surface area, and high electrical conductivity, thus offering exceptional potential in a variety of sustainable applications, including energy storage, catalysis, and adsorption.⁴⁻⁻¹⁷ With the rapid development of above-mentioned technologies, it is urgently required to develop GAs with enhanced mechanical properties or unique functionalities. Recently, graphene-based hybrid aerogels (GHAs) with hierarchical microstructures and various functionalities have been produced by incorporating functional modifiers, such as metal oxide,¹⁸⁻⁻¹¹ conductive polymers,²²⁻⁻²⁷ and carbon nanotubes (CNTs),²⁸⁻⁻²⁹ into the frameworks of GAs. These nanostructured modifiers not only endow GHAs with novel performance and character,¹⁶,²⁰,²⁹,³⁰ but also act as spacers to minimize the agglomeration of graphene sheets.

Polypyrrole (Ppy) is one of the important conductive polymers that are widely used in energy storage systems, biosensors and electronics. Due to its excellent energy storage ability, high conductivity, and strong hydrophobicity, Ppy is considered as one of the most promising functional modifiers for GAs. Shi et al. and other groups have made continuous efforts to fabricate graphene/Ppy aerogels (GPAs), which exhibited high specific surface area, large specific capacitance, and high adsorption capacity.²²⁻⁻²⁶ Typically, the GPAs were formed via a complicated two-step method, in which pyrrole monomers were first captured by graphene sheets during the hydrothermal self-assembly process, and then an additional polymerization reaction of the pyrrole monomers adsorbed on the graphene sheets should be conducted. This constitutes a major limitation; that is, it is hard to design and control the structure of the Ppy, which significantly impacts the properties of the resulting GPAs, especially for their electrochemical performance. In previous reports, some nanostructures of Ppy, including nanospheres,³¹ nanowires,³²,³³ and nanotubes³⁴ have been developed to further enhance the electrochemical activity of Ppy. Among them, the one-dimensional (1D) nanotubes are known for their advantages of the facile electron transportation and the relative larger surface area compared to the nanorods or nanowires.³⁵ However, to our best knowledge, the fabrication of GPAs with precisely structure-controlled Ppy, including Ppy nanotubes (PNTs), has not been achieved. The main challenge
is that the strong hydrophobicity and aggregation tendency of Ppy obstacle its uniform dispersion in aqueous solutions.\textsuperscript{26}

With the knowledge of surface activity of graphene oxide (GO), we can regard it as an amphiphile with hydrophilic edges and a more hydrophobic basal plane.\textsuperscript{30–38} In previous studies,\textsuperscript{39–42} some independent groups have realized the dispersion of insoluble CNTs in GO solution by taking advantage of the amphiphilicity of GO. The oxygen-containing groups render GO sheets hydrophilic and highly dispersible in water, whereas the aromatic regions offer active sites to make it possible to interact with CNTs through $\pi-\pi$ interaction. By using this principle, Niu et al. has incorporated various nanomaterials including nanofibers and nanoparticles into GAs by a one-step hydrothermal assembly.\textsuperscript{43} Considering that the $\pi$-conjugated Ppy exhibits strong $\pi-\pi$ interactions with GO sheets\textsuperscript{34,44} it can be envisioned that the amphiphilic GO sheets have the potential to assist the dispersion of Ppy, especially for PNTs, in aqueous solutions. Once the homogeneous and stable GO/Ppy solution is obtained, it is not a difficult task to synthesize GAs with precisely structure-controlled Ppy through a simple assembly process of graphene sheets.

Herein, for the first time, we developed a facile one-step approach to the fabrication of GAs with presynthesized PNTs and GO precursor, which acts as a dispersing agent for PNTs. The 1D, hollow, tubular PNTs were first synthesized and then dispersed in aqueous solutions with the aid of GO sheets. Through a typical self-assembly process during the reduction of GO, GAs with hierarchical and interconnected structure were obtained. The as-formed GAs exhibited low density, large specific surface area, and high compressive strength, which is highly required for the porous materials. When working as electrodes for supercapacitors, the GAs exhibit high specific capacitance of 253 F g$^{-1}$, good rate performance, and outstanding cycle stability, which is superior to the pure GA and PNTs and mainly attributed to the synergistic effects of both of the individual components. Moreover, the simple and scalable method demonstrated in this work shows great potential in preparing other types of GHAs with desired structures and charming properties.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Preparation of PNTs. The synthesis of PNTs is presented in ref 45: methyl orange (0.784 g) and FeCl$_3$ (3.888 g) were dissolved in deionized water (480 mL), and then, a certain amount of pyrrole (0.84 mL) was added. After stirring for 24 h, the resulting suspension was filtered and washed with deionized water and ethanol several times until filtrate was colorless. Then, the product was freeze-dried for 48 h, followed by vacuum drying at 80 °C for another 8 h.

2.2. Preparation of GAs. GAs were prepared according to a modified reduction self-assembly method as reported in previous paper.\textsuperscript{9} The formation process of GAs and the digital images of each steps are illustrated in Figure 1. A uniform GO suspension (2.8 mg mL$^{-1}$, 10 mL) was first prepared through ultrasonication for 2 h. Then, preweighted PNTs (5.6, 14, and 28 mg) were added and dissolved in above suspensions under vigorous stirring overnight, followed with ultrasonication for 4 h. After mixing with ethylenediamine (20 μL), the GO/PNTs suspensions were transferred into four seal glass vials with an inner diameter of ~10 mm before reaction at 95 °C. The mixture suspensions turned black and sticky in the first 30 min and finally transformed into graphene/PNT (G/PNT) hydrogels after reaction for another 4.5 h. Before freeze-drying the hydrogels to obtain GAs, they were dialyzed with ultrapure water for 1 week. According to the feed weight ratio of GO to PNT, the resulting aerogels were denoted as GPA1, GPA21, and GPA11, respectively. For comparison, the pure GA was also prepared under the similar conditions, without using PNT as a raw material.

2.3. Characterization and Tests. The morphology of PNTs and aerogels was characterized by a Zeiss Ultra 55 field-emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) at an operating voltage of 5 kV. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were acquired on a JEOL JEM2100F microscope at 200 kV. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded on a Nicolet Nexus 470 spectrometer. The elementary composition was determined using a Thermo ESCALAB 250XI X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses were carried out on a PANalytical Xpert PRO X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. Raman spectra were collected using a Renishaw inVia Reflex micro-Raman spectrometer with 633 nm laser excitation. The specific surface area was measured from the $N_2$ adsorption–desorption isotherms on the ASAP2020 Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) apparatus. The mechanical properties of GAs were tested using a SANS CMT-6503 universal testing machine, fitted with a 50 N load cell. For the compression tests, the cylindrical samples were placed between the self-leveling plates and compressed at a rate of 1 mm/min until a constant compression ratio of 70%. Electrochemical analyses were performed using a three-electrode system equipped with a Hg/HgO reference electrode and a platinum counter electrode. Working electrodes were prepared by pasting a mixture of GA, PNTs, and GAs (80 wt %) with conductive black (10 wt %) and binding material (10 wt %) onto stainless steel mesh with a mass of ~2 mg. All of the electrochemical measurements including cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic charge–discharge (GCD), and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were carried out using an electrochemical workstation CHI660D in a H$_2$SO$_4$ electrolyte (1 M). The specific capacitance (F g$^{-1}$) was obtained from the discharge process according to the following equation:

$$C_s = \frac{I \times \Delta t}{m \times \Delta V}$$

where $I$ is the current loaded (A), $\Delta t$ is the discharge time (s), $\Delta V$ is the potential change during the discharge process, and $m$ is the mass of active material (g).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Characterization of PNTs. Before the assembly of GAs, PNT is synthesized by a reactive self-degraded template method according to previous process.\textsuperscript{45} The FTIR spectrum of

Figure 1. Photographs of time-dependent formation process of GAs.
PNTs (Figure 2a) presents characteristic Ppy peaks located at 1549 and 1471 cm\(^{-1}\), due to the symmetric and antisymmetric ring-stretching modes, respectively. The peaks at 1040 and 1311 cm\(^{-1}\) should be attributed to C–H deformation vibrations and C–N stretching vibrations, respectively.\(^4\) The two strong peaks near 1182 and 918 cm\(^{-1}\) suggest the doping state of Ppy and a broad band at 3000–3500 cm\(^{-1}\) arises from N–H and C–H stretching vibrations.\(^47\) XPS was also used to further ascertain the chemical composition of PNTs. As shown in Figure 2b, the PNTs mainly contain C (71.7%), N (16.2%), O

Figure 2. FTIR spectrum (a), XPS spectrum (b), SEM image (c), and TEM image (d) of the as-prepared PNTs. The inset in part b is N 1s spectrum of PNTs, and the inset in part c is an enlarged view of an individual PNT.

Figure 3. Schematic illustration for the interactions between GO sheets and PNTs (a) and the formation process of GPAs (b).
(10.0%), and S (2.1%). The presence of a small amount of sulfur may originate from the residue of methyl orange template, which has doped into the Ppy polymers.45 It is seen in the N 1s spectrum that the single peak at ∼399.7 eV corresponds to N atoms within the pentagonal ring of the Ppy.48 Based on the above results, we believe the nanostructures are indeed Ppy and in the doping states.

SEM image in Figure 2c shows that the as-prepared PNTs have high-quality tubular morphology with diameters of 60–80 nm and lengths of 5–10 μm. An enlarged image in the inset reveals the hollow structure of PNTs. TEM image further confirms that PNT is a 1D nanotube with an internal cavity (Figure 2d). It can be obviously seen that bundles of more than five individual nanotubes are formed, which should be induced by the π–π interaction of partial PPy chains. Similar to the CNTs, this aggregation will lead to the insolubility of pure PNTs in water, which greatly limits their integration in potential applications.

### 3.2. Formation, Morphology, Structure, and Mechanical Properties of GPAs

The homogeneous dispersion of PNTs in GO solutions is a crucial step in determining the macroscopic architecture of GPAs. The hydrophobicity and aggregation of PNTs make it difficult to form stable PNT aqueous suspensions, and serious precipitation always occurs even after a long time ultrasonication (inset of Figure 3a). Inspired by the surfactant behaviors of GO for CNTs, herein, we develop GO as a molecular dispersing agent to help the dispersion of PNTs. During the dispersion process, PNT agglomerates are first disassembled into smaller bundles or individual tubes with the assist of ultrasonication. Amounts of GO sheets distribute around these PNTs and interact with the sidewalls of PNTs through π–π interaction. As shown by the schematic illustration in Figure 3a, in the mixed suspensions, GO sheets are able to capture PNTs with multiple adhesion sites by π-stacking interaction between the delocalized electrons in both the aromatic regions of GO sheets and PNTs. As a result, GO sheets support and prevent the insoluble PNTs from precipitation, forming a stable suspension (inset of Figure 3a). Similar to the self-assembly of other GHAs,21,28,30,43 the formation of GPAs is easy to understand, which is simply depicted in Figure 3b. The PNTs homogeneously dispersed in GO aqueous suspension were embedded into the graphene network to form a 3D GPA during the reduction and self-assembly of GO sheets. It is generally recognized that the formation of the 3D graphene networks is driven by various interactions including the π–π interaction, hydrogen bonding, and the physical entanglement of the graphene sheets.

In order to examine the dispersion of PNTs in the mixed GO/PNT suspension, the observations of both SEM and TEM were carried out. TEM image of the GO/PNT complex displays that the single GO sheet was bestrewed with dozens of PNTs (Figure 4a). By freeze-drying the GO/PNT suspension, a 3D aerogel of GO/PNT was obtained, which can visually reveal the morphology of GO sheets and PNTs. The GO/PNT aerogel exhibits an amorphous, interconnected, porous 3D framework of crinkly GO sheets and randomly oriented PNTs with continuous macropores ranged from hundreds of nanometers to tens of micrometers. Detailed observation in Figure 4b presents multiform interconnections of GO sheets and PNTs: most PNTs are homogeneously and densely attached on the surface of GO sheets through π-stacking interaction, some bridge the separated GO sheets or the defects in single GO sheet. These results indicate GO sheets can assist the dispersion and stabilization of PNTs, which effectively overcomes the aggregation problem of PNTs in water.

Here, we take GPA21 as an example to demonstrate the morphology, structure, properties, and applications of GPAs. Figure 4c–g shows the SEM images of a cross-section of the as-
prepared GPA21. As expected, it exhibits a honeycomb-like cellular structure with the cell dimension in the order of tens of micrometers and the cell walls slightly corrugated (Figure 4c), similar to those of previous neat graphene aerogels.9,10 An enlarged view of the cross-sectional portion of GPA21 shows that PNTs are uniformly grown on the cell walls of the honeycomb (Figure 4d). Zooming in on a single sheet reveals PNTs can firmly anchor to the edges of graphene sheets or connect the adjacent individual graphene sheets (Figure 4e). From the longitudinal view of the GPA21, the interlamellar spaces of the adjacent walls are homogeneously covered with PNTs (Figure 4f). In fact, the cell walls indicate a multilayered structure, where the PNTs are tightly sandwiched between graphene layers (Figure 4g). TEM image also displays the homogeneous dispersion of PNTs on the graphene sheets (Figure 4h), even after intense ultrasonication, which further confirms the strong interaction between PNTs and graphene sheets. This unique structure will prevent the restacking of graphene sheets to a certain extent, which can provide a large accessible surface area for fast transport of hydrate ions. On the contrary, a serious restacking of graphene sheets is inevitable for pure GA. As shown in Figure 4i, the surfaces of graphene sheets are smooth and flat, which results in highly stacked graphene layers that construct the cell walls of GA.

Raman spectroscopy was used to further study the structure of GPAs and the interaction between PNTs and graphene sheets. As presented in Figure 5, two representative bands at 1328 (D band) and 1600 cm\(^{-1}\) (G band), and a weaker 2D band are observed for the pure GA, which suggest the reduction of GO to graphene.25 The Raman spectrum of PNT includes two wide bands at 1360 and 1588 cm\(^{-1}\) due to the C=C backbone stretching and the ring-stretching mode, respectively, and the other prominent peaks at 937, 1039, and 1232 cm\(^{-1}\), which are the characteristic peaks of Ppy.23,49 For the GPA21, apart from the typical D and G bands of graphene, it also contains a series of peaks consistent with those of PNTs. Combined with the FTIR spectra of PNT and GPAs (Supporting Information Figure S1), these results evidence the successful construction of graphene-PNT architecture. Moreover, the broad D band with weak intensity would be attributed to the interaction between PNTs and graphene sheets.4,49 The intensity ratios of D and G bands (I_D/I_G) were calculated to be 1.31 and 1.11 for GA and GPA21, respectively, higher than 0.93 for GO (Supporting Information Figure S2), indicating the reduction of GO into graphene during the assembly process.

The 3D, porous structure of GPA, together with the hollow PNTs, makes it have the potential to be a kind of ultralight materials. Pure GA exhibits a low density of 0.04 g cm\(^{-3}\), and this value could be tuned by varying the concentration of GO solution. With the incorporation of PNTs, the bulk densities of aerogels increase slightly, are 0.064, 0.084, and 0.095 g cm\(^{-3}\) for GPA51, GPA21, and GPA11, respectively (Figure 6). The BET specific surface area of the aerogels and PNTs were investigated by nitrogen isothermal adsorption. As shown in Figure 6, the BET specific surface area is smaller than the values of GAs prepared by other methods.15,17 This may be caused by the following factors: First, the reduction degree of GO is limited because the aerogels did not undergo further reduction such as thermal reduction or microwave irradiation. Furthermore, the large pore sizes of GA and GPAs beyond the range accessible to gas adsorption and freeze-dried aerogels would have less available surfaces because of their slight volume shrinkages.50 However, the incomplete values still can reflect the tendency of the change in BET specific surface area, which are 17, 28, and 55 m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\) for GPA51, GPA21, and GPA11, respectively. This value is higher than that of pure GA (12 m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\)), and increases as the content of PNT increases. Given that pure PNT only has a small BET specific surface area of 24 m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\), to be sure, the addition of PNT increases the BET specific surface area of GPAs, indicating that the existence of PNT can prevent the restacking of graphene sheets.

Unexpectedly, the as-formed GPAs exhibit excellent mechanical properties, which certainly expands their potential application fields. As displayed in Figure 7a, pure GA can be easily squeezed into a pellet under pressure, although it recovers from strain as high as nearly 50%. Conversely, the GPAs exhibit more satisfactory mechanical strength and press-resistance. For example, a dried GPA21 monolith (∼20 mg) can support at over 5000 times of its own weight without collapsing (Figure 7b). The mechanical property of the aerogels was assessed by measuring the compressive stress–strain curves (Figure 7c). Both GA and GPAs manifest three regimes of deformation in the loading stress–strain curve, including nearly linear elastic regime (corresponding to bending of the cell walls); relatively flat stress plateau (corresponding to elastic buckling of cell walls); and abrupt stress increasing regime (corresponding to densification of cells).10 GPA21 possesses a compressive strength of ∼0.35 MPa at 70% compression strain, which is 7-fold higher than that of pure GA (0.05 MPa). The average compressive strengths for each sample are given in the

![Figure 5. Raman spectra of PNT, GA, and GPA21.](image)

![Figure 6. Density (bottom) and BET specific surface area (top) of GA and GPAs.](image)
inset of Figure 7c, with the increase of the mass ratio of PNT to GO from 1:5 to 1:2 and 1:1, the obtained corresponding aerogels, GPA51, GPA21, and GPA11, demonstrate the enhanced compressive strengths of 0.19, 0.35, and 0.61 MPa. This increase should be attributed to the enhancement effect of PNTs, as well as the strong interfacial interactions between graphene sheets and PNTs.

3.3. Electrochemical Performance of Supercapacitors Based on GPAs. It is important to emphasize that the 1D conductive PNTs not only prevent the aggregation and restacking of graphene sheets in some extent but also locally improve the conductivity of the aerogels by providing conductive pathways through defects of graphene and bridging the neighboring graphene sheets.51 Additionally, the incorporation of conductive polymers into the GAs can effectively improve their energy density due to the pseudocapacitance originating from conducting polymers.43 Both of the two effects indicate that GPA has great potential as an efficient electrode material for supercapacitors. Herein, we investigate their electrochemical performance in 1 M H2SO4 aqueous solution using a three-electrode system. The CV curves measured at a scan rate of 50 mV s⁻¹ within a potential window of −0.2 to 1.0 V vs a Hg/HgO electrode are shown in Figure 8a. It can be seen that the CV curve of pure GA shows approximately rectangular shape which is characteristic for an electrical double layer (EDL) capacitor. Whereas, the CV curve of PNTs clearly exhibits a pair of redox peaks, which are an indication of typical pseudocapacitance of PNTs. As for GPA21, its CV curve shows
some Faradaic humps and is somehow distorted, indicating that the specific capacitance results from the combination of EDL capacitance and pseudocapacitance, which are attributable to the graphene and PNTs, respectively.53 Figure 8b shows the CV curves of GPA21 at scan rates ranging from 10 to 200 mV s⁻¹. When the scan rate increases from 10 up to 200 mV s⁻¹, the CV curve still keep a quasi-rectangular shape with small distortion, while the current density of the CV curves is directly proportional to the scan rate, which implies that the GPA21 possess better rate capabilities and lower internal resistances than GA and PNTs, whose CV curves can be found in Supporting Information Figure S3.

Compared with the linear and symmetric GCD curve of GA-based supercapacitor, the GCD curves of PNT and GPA21 have asymmetrical triangle shapes, indicating the presence of pseudocapacitance (Figure 8c). It is noted that there is a significant IR drop in the GCD curve of PNTs, due to the large internal resistance of PNTs. In the GCD curves of GA and GPA21, the IR drop is almost negligible and much smaller than that of PNTs. From the slope of the GCD curves, the specific capacitance is calculated to be 144, 180, and 253 F g⁻¹ at the current density of 0.5 A g⁻¹ for GA, PNTs, and GPA21, respectively. Figure 8d shows the specific capacitance of the electrode materials as a function of discharge current density. The specific capacitance of GPA21 still remains as high as 138 F g⁻¹ even at a high current density of 10 A g⁻¹, indicating an excellent rate capability, which is much better than PNTs. These results suggest that the incorporation of PNTs into GA can greatly improve the capacitance of the composites and indicate that hybridization of PNTs with graphene may allow comprehensive utilization of the EDL capacitance of graphene and the pseudocapacitance of PNTs to produce synergistic effects.

EIS analysis is another principal method for examining the fundamental behavior of electrode materials.52 The resulting Nyquist plots in Figure 9 further confirm the favorable performance of GPA electrodes. In the high-frequency region, the real axis intercept represents the equivalent series resistance (ESR), which is the sum of the resistance of the electrolyte solution, the intrinsic resistance of the active material, and the contact resistance of the interface active material/current collector.53 The ESR values of GA, PNT, and GPA21 are determined to be 0.65, 0.53, and 0.36 Ohm, respectively, indicating that the resistance has been efficiently decreased by hybriding graphene and PNTs. The projected length of the Warburg-type line (the slope of 45° portion of the curve) on the real axis characterizes the ion diffusion process from solution into the intermediate-frequency region.54 As shown in the inset of Figure 9, The Warburg curve of GPA21 is as short as that of pure GA and much shorter than that of PNTs, suggesting low electronic resistance and fast ion diffusion in GPA21. The low-frequency region of the Nyquist plot is a vertical line for an ideal electrode material.55 Both GA and GPA21 exhibit relatively vertical lines compared with PNTs, which suggest they behave more closely to an ideal capacitor.

Stability over repeated charge-discharge cycling is critical for supercapacitors in practice. As we know that Ppy generally shows poor cycle stability due to the pseudocapacitance behavior. As expected, when the PNTs are embedded into GAs, the resultant GPA21 shows good cycle performance. As shown in Figure 10, the specific capacitance of PNTs drops significantly with ∼70% decrease after 1500 cycles, which could be ascribed to the unstable carbon skeleton of Ppy during charge-discharge process.56,57 Whereas, the capacitance retentions for GA and GPA21 can reach 95 and 93% after 2000 cycles, respectively. The graphene sheets provide a robust support for the PNTs, thus enhancing the mechanical strength of the composites and preventing the PNTs from swelling and shrinking during the long-term cycling. Therefore, the GPA21 exhibits a better stability compared with the pristine PNTs.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, a 3D hierarchical graphene/polypryrole hybrid aerogel was fabricated using GO sheets and already synthesized one-dimensional hollow PNTs as the feedstock, which has realized the fabrication of GPAs with precisely structure-controlled Ppy nanostructures. One-dimensional, hollow, tubular PNTs were first synthesized and then dispersed uniformly in water with the assist of amphiphilic GO sheets, which act as a dispersing agent. During a typical reduction process, GO sheets were self-assembled together to form a network, in which the PNTs were simultaneously captured into the graphene network. The as-formed GPAs exhibit hierarchical structure, low density, and excellent mechanical property, and show higher specific surface area than pure GA. As the electrode materials for supercapacitor, the GPAs manifest a
high specific capacitance up to 253 F g$^{-1}$, good rate performance, and outstanding cycle stability, which should be attributed to the synergistic effects of graphene and PNTs. On the basis of above results, the simple method demonstrated in this study shows great potential in preparing other GHAs with desired structures and charming properties.
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